
The Model 285-P Portable Pneumatic mixer was designed to assist the mixing of Semkit® 
packages. The spindle assembly rotates the mixing rod while the operator strokes the 
cartridge vertically along the length of the mixing rod. This permits the dasher inside the 
cartridge to thoroughly mix the materials. The bell timer, maximum mixing time of 5 minutes, 
alerts the operator when the mix cycle is completed. 
 
Use of the mixer reduces to operator fatigue on mixing of the filled Semkit. The result is also 
a more consistent, uniform mix from kit to kit. 
 
The mixer weighs less than 8 pounds. It is equipped with handle for ease of portability.  The 
high torque motor is of heavy duty construction to withstand the rigors of industrial use. The 
motor has a 0 to 380 RPM range at 0 to 90 PSI at 12 CFM with maximum torque of 14 foot-
pounds. 
 
General instructions: 
Refer to the packaged material’s Safety Data Sheet for handling of the Semkit before mixing. 
 
Mixing instructions: 
1. WEAR SAFETY GLASSES AND GLOVES WHILE MIXING AND DISPENSING. 
2. Prepare Semkit according to instructions accompanying the kit. 
3. Attach shop air supply to mixer. 
4. Pull on/off (red) knob up and adjust mixer to desired pressure and speed (50 to 60 

RPM). Lock regulator by pushing red locking ring in. Push on/off knob down to stop 
the motor, 

5. Engage holes on knob of dasher rod with drive pins.  
6. Set bell timer according to kit instructions- Pull on/off knob up to start mixing 
7. Hold the Semkit cartridge without squeezing, 
8. Pull on/off knob to start mixing.  Proceed to mix by slowly (20 strokes per minute) 

moving it up and down along the length of the dasher rod.  Each stroke should extend 
from the neck of the cartridge to the plunger end of the cartridge  

9. Mixing is completed when bell timer signals. The dasher rod should be pushed into the 
cartridge and up against the plunger on the last stroke, 

10. Push the on/off knob down to stop mixing. Remove dasher rod from spindle. 
l 
Maintenance: 
1. Wipe clean all contaminants with approved cleaning agent dampened rag after each 

use of mixer. 
2. Replace all worn out parts as necessary.  Motor does not have any field replaceable 

parts. 
3. WARNING: Disconnect air supply when equipment is not in use and before servicing. 
4. LUBRICATE MIXER WEEKLY WITH A FEW DROPS OF AIR TOOL OIL. 
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